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Abstract

The potential impacts of variability and intermittency in renewable resources on the design of stand-alone

renewables-based energy systems incorporating storage are addressed at the design stage. The framework

developed accounts for climate-based variability by considering different stochastically-generated renewable

input scenarios in the evaluation of system reliability. Operational constraints which control the availability

and discharge of storage technologies based on previous storage states and technology start-up times are

incorporated into the energy system model to account for the intermittent power output from renewables. A

cost-reliability bi-criteria sizing problem is solved for two cases of a remote Canadian mine to demonstrate

that intermittency in generation can influence technology choices, system configuration and system operation.

Approximations to the non-dominated fronts are generated with NSGA-II, and the operating characteristics

of the maximum-reliability designs generated in the cases are investigated. The methodology provides the

decision maker with information about a number of operable designs and an understanding of the performance

risks associated with the selection of any given design.

Keywords: Hybrid energy systems design; intermittency; multi-objective optimization; reliability;

renewables variability.

1. Introduction1

Industrialization and rapid population growth have led to a steady rise in the demand for energy. The global2

energy demand is expected to rise by between 30% and 40% by 2040 [31, 51]. The industrial sector is the chief3

consumer of energy, demanding 42.5% of the world’s electricity generation in 2014, along with significant4
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quantities of coal, natural gas and oil [30]. The mining industry accounts for a significant portion of this5

energy demand. Mining operations involve several energy intensive processes such as drilling, excavation and6

blasting [53], and energy costs have been shown to represent between 15-21% of the total cost of production7

in the mining industry [45, 67]. The rising demand for metals around the world, coupled with the depletion8

of readily accessible ore deposits, has led to mining operations moving to more remote locations where they9

often face significant energy problems since grid electricity is usually unavailable. Such mines typically10

resort to the use of diesel generators, leading to a substantial increase in the overall mining cost. The fuel11

is transported over large distances using trucks, raising safety concerns, and the of diesel generators also12

leads to significant greenhouse emissions, translating to high carbon footprints. These challenges, along with13

increased pressure from governments, have driven mining operations to seek alternative sources of energy.14

Energy generation from renewables is considered to be the most promising solution to the mining industry’s15

energy challenge [53]. Remotely located mines usually have good access to land and are often located in16

regions with extreme climatic conditions; making them ideal for renewable energy use. Operating mines17

entirely on renewable energy offers several advantages which are attractive to mine owners, some of which18

include: energy security over mine lifetime, reduction in operating (fuel, emissions and transportation)19

costs, lower environmental impact, and improvement of overall plant safety because of reduced need for20

transportation and storage of flammable compounds. Despite these advantages, the use of renewables-based21

energy systems as the primary energy sources in continuous processes has been limited due to the variable22

and intermittent nature of renewable resources. Energy storage integration is therefore critical if renewable23

generation is to achieve higher levels of penetration into the mining industry. Energy storage helps to24

address the variability and generation-demand imbalance challenges associated with renewables generation25

[8]. Storage options integrated with renewables need to be able to serve three main purposes in order provide26

smooth, uninterrupted power and maximize system efficiency and reliability: load shifting, standby reserve27

and power quality management [22]. The design of a standalone renewable energy system will involve the28

selection and sizing both renewable generation and energy storage technologies.29

The challenge of accounting for renewables climate-based variability in energy systems design and sizing has30

been addressed by several researchers. Two major approaches have been used to account for the stochastic31

nature of renewables: probabilistic and time-series approaches. In the probabilistic approach, all the variables32

participating in the energy conversion process are modelled as random variables [62]. The performance of33

the energy system is assessed analytically by combining the probability distribution functions (PDFs) of the34

variables [13]. Karaki et al. [34], Tina et al. [63], Khatod et al. [37] and Gooding et al. [26] applied the35

approach to PV-wind and PV-wind-diesel systems, with the approach recently extended by Paliwal et al.36
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[52] to PV-wind-battery systems. With the time-series (chronological) approach, the amount of renewable37

resource available at a given time is modelled as a single value which is considered typical for that time38

instant. The resource availability over the entire period is therefore represented by time series data. With this39

approach, climate-based variability is incorporated by considering multiple time-series data when evaluating40

the performance of any energy system. The chronological approach was demonstrated by Kaplani and41

Kaplanis [33] for PV-battery systems. More recently, Amusat et al. [4] applied this approach to systems42

integrating multiple thermal and electrical generation and storage technologies.43

The intermittent nature of the wind resource has been accounted for in planning and sizing of energy systems44

integrating wind and diesel generation [11, 12, 37]. The works constrain the maximum fraction of the load45

which can be met directly from wind generation, forcing a significant portion of the base load to be met from46

dispatchable energy sources (diesel generators). Weisser and Garcia [68] recommend limiting the contribution47

of wind generation to the energy mix to about 30% to ensure energy system stability. Several works have also48

considered how energy storage could be used to increase the wind contribution to the energy mix [65, 15].49

The incorporation of wind penetration limits is particularly applicable for wind integration into the energy50

grid where other non-renewable sources are readily available.51

However, very little has been done to address the intermittency challenge in the sizing of standalone systems52

wholly dependent on renewables generation. For such systems, power fluctuations are a serious issue since53

diesel generation is unavailable. The lack of attention to this area has primarily been because most works on54

standalone energy systems design consider only battery storage [47, 1, 60, 64]: the instantaneous response55

times of batteries mean that the power fluctuations do not need to be considered separately during sizing.56

However, works in literature [29, 40] have suggested that it may be necessary to incorporate more than57

one storage type for systems which provide large amounts of energy in order to meet all the technical58

requirements for power system operations. With the incorporation of other storage options, the potential59

impacts of fluctuations in renewable generation will need to be accounted for explicitly during sizing. This60

has yet to be done; infact one of the conclusions of the review paper by Mahesh and Sandhu [42] was that61

more attention needs to be paid to the intermittency issue during design and sizing if the energy share of62

renewables is to increase.63

The purpose of this paper is to present a methodology which allows both the intermittency and inter-year64

variability of renewable resources to be accounted for at the design stage in the sizing of hybrid energy65

systems integrating multiple renewable generation and energy storage technologies. The work will build on66

the methodology developed in our previous work [4] where we presented a methodology for accounting for67

renewables variability in hybrid system sizing. The framework developed here accounts for intermittent na-68
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ture of power output from renewables by incorporating into the energy system model operational constraints69

which control the discharge of the available storage technologies. The impact of intermittency in renewables70

power output on the configuration and operation of energy systems will be assessed by comparing the results71

obtained in two case studies: one in which the intermittency is accounted for, and one in which it is ignored.72

The methodology developed ensures that the decision maker is furnished with sufficient information about73

a number of feasible designs and configurations based on which sizing decisions can be made.74

2. Accounting for the intermittent nature of renewable power output in energy systems design75

Renewables generation is susceptible to sudden,unscheduled fluctuations in output due to the intermittent76

nature of renewable resources. For standalone energy systems, such fluctuations must be accounted for at77

the design stage. While sudden spikes in generation level can be controlled by dumping some of the energy,78

sudden reductions in output will require some form of response from the storage systems. Thus, in order to79

provide smooth and uninterrupted power to any process from a renewable-based energy system, the storage80

options must be capable of responding quickly to such fluctuations, typically within milliseconds [40, 22].81

For standalone solar-thermal generation technologies integrated with storage, this is not a problem because82

both the generation and storage units share the same thermal-to-electrical power conversion system [57, 41].83

Such fluctuations must however be accounted for with electrical generation technologies, particularly wind84

generation. While the incorporation of forecasting techniques can help to alleviate some of the problem,85

weather forecasts still have some uncertainty associated with their predictions. Thus, the ability to respond86

quickly to such sudden weather fluctuations must be built into standalone energy systems at the design87

stage. Failure to do so could lead to significant losses in revenue and and possibly even equipment damage.88

There are a number of methods which may be employed to address this challenge. One alternative that89

may be considered is storage buffering. With this approach, no energy is sent directly to the plant from90

generation: all the demands of the plant are satisfied from storage. This ensures that while the input into91

the storage system may fluctuate, it does not affect power supply to the plant. The storage system therefore92

acts as a power regulator for the plant, providing a buffer between the variability and intermittency inherent93

in renewables generation and the stability required in power supply.94

The buffering approach has two main drawbacks: first, it requires the oversizing of generation units to95

compensate for the increased losses from the system through storage. This is a serious challenge because the96

capital costs of generation technologies are typically the largest contributors to the hybrid system capital97

cost [32]. The storage system may also need to be oversized. The second drawback is that the approach98
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of energy system reaction to sudden drop in generation level. The shaded region shows the
output from the generating units while the red line shows the plant demand level. Initially, generation is greater than plant
demand and the storage options are in charging mode. When the sudden drop in generation occurs at tfailure, the storage
options with instantaneous response come online. Other options come online after their response times dtf have elapsed.

leads to an increase in the operating and maintenance costs of the system since the storage systems will need99

to be in operation at all times. These cost-related drawbacks make the approach unattractive.100

An alternative approach, considered in this work, is to incorporate the response times of the individual storage101

technologies and its potential impacts on the operation of the hybrid energy system into the sizing process102

at the design stage. With this approach, the earliest time a storage option may become available for use in103

the case of a sudden drop in renewable generation level (called the response or start-up time) is accounted104

for during design. The operating behaviour of the system when this approach is implemented is shown in105

Figure 1. Each storage option only comes online after its response time dtf has elapsed. For example, storage106

options such as batteries or supercapacitors which have instantaneous response times become available for107

use immediately after the fluctuation occurs.108

To demonstrate the approach, we consider an energy superstructure for a remote mining operation with109

multiple generation and storage technologies available for selection as shown in Figure 2.110

Three renewable energy generation alternatives are considered: electricity generation via photovoltaics (PV)111

and wind turbines (WT), and thermal energy generation from power towers (PT).112

Photovoltaics convert solar energy into electricity. The photovoltaic system consists of two components:113

solar panels, which convert solar energy into electricity, and power-point tracking inverter(s) which convert114

from direct to alternating current.115

Wind turbines convert the kinetic energy available in wind into electrical energy.116

Power towers convert solar energy into heat. The system consists of two main components: the heliostats117
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Figure 2: Proposed integrated energy system for mining operation. The solid black lines lines show the possible electricity
network while the broken red lines represent heat.

(collectors) and the absorber. The sun-tracking heliostats reflect the direct portion of solar radiation which118

hits its surface onto the absorber where the concentrated thermal energy is transferred to the operating fluid119

(molten salt). For electricity generation, the hot salt is used to heat up steam for the power block which is120

comprised of a conventional steam turbine and generator system.121

The excess energy generated is stored for use in times of insufficient generation. Molten salt tank storage122

(MTS) is employed for the storage of any excess thermal generation from the power tower. Three alterna-123

tives are available for the storage of excess electricity: pumped hydraulic energy storage (PHES), advanced124

adiabatic compressed air energy storage (AA-CAES) and vanadium redox flow battery storage (VRFBS).125

The storage alternatives were selected from the large number of alternatives available based on practical con-126

siderations such as technology maturity, large-scale power deliverability and technology depreciation time.127

The storage alternatives are fundamentally different in use and losses. Together, the four storage options128

should be able to cater for the requirements of any large scale continuous process. The methodology can be129

easily be extended to include new storage technologies which may become available subsequently.130

The hybrid energy system is expected to meet the thermal and electrical demands of the plant. The electrical131

demands may be satisfied directly from PV/wind generation or from any of the storage options. The thermal132

load may be met either directly from the power tower or from the the AA-CAES or MTS systems.133

For the superstructure described here, the aim is to identify energy system designs which trade-off between134

cost and performance while accounting for both renewables variability between years and the intermittent135

nature of renewables power output. We wish to generate designs capable of providing full demand satisfaction136
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Table 1: Comparison of response times of storage options. For the PHES system, the response time is dependent on whether
the required generator is already connected to the power system (spinning) or completely switched off (standing). The time
reported for the solar thermal system assumes that the power block was used in the last 12 hours.

Option Response time Source

PHES 10 s (spinning) Kloess [38], Zach et al. [71]> 1 min (standing)
AA-CAES 15 min (cold start) Kloess [38]
VRFBS < 1 ms Luo et al. [40]

Power block for solar thermal technologies 15-25 min (hot start) Flueckiger et al. [24]

from local generation.137

To see how the system would be affected by sudden changes in generation, we consider the start-up times138

of various storage technologies available in the superstructure. This is shown in Table 1. From the start-up139

times, it is clear that the battery system is the only electrical storage technology able to respond instantly140

to sudden reductions in power generation. Also, it is clear that transitioning from electrical generation to141

thermal generation (or thermal storage) for electricity supply cannot occur directly because of the start-142

up time of the power block. In order to obtain energy system designs which are able to provide smooth,143

uninterrupted power, these technological limitations must be accounted for in the energy system model.144

3. Energy system model145

The full energy system model is described by models for the different generation and storage technologies146

available in the superstructure. Generation models are algebraic in nature, while storage technologies are147

typically represented by dynamic models. An energy system design will be defined by the capacities of the148

generation and storage units available within the superstructure.149

Only equations for the energy system output and the objective functions will be presented here. A detailed150

description of the energy system model may be found in AppendixA. It contains descriptions and models for151

the wind generation and the battery storage systems, as well as summaries of the other technologies available152

within the superstructure. Detailed models for the other technologies have been presented elsewhere [3].153

3.1. Renewable energy system output154

3.1.1. Electrical output155

From Figure 2, the gross electrical output of the renewable energy system comprises of the power supplied156

directly from generation and the power output from the four storage options:157

.

E
RES

(t) =
.

E
d
(t) +

4∑
j=1

.

E
out

j (t) (1)
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However, the behaviour of the storage systems for electricity supply is dependent on the elapsed time

since the last time energy was dispatched from storage (which corresponds to the most recent time direct

generation
.

E
d
(t) was insufficient to meet demand). To account for the response time of the technologies,

we introduce constraints which control the dispatch and operation of the storage systems during power

generation fluctuations. The behaviour of the system is subdivided into states based on Fig. 1. The VRFB

system responds in the immediate aftermath of any shortfall in generation, with the other options coming

online sometime later. Assuming that the slow-reacting storage systems require the same length of time

tstart−up to become available, the states may be represented mathematically as:

.

E
RES

(t) =
.

E
d
(t) ∀ dtf = 0 (2)

.

E
RES

(t) =
.

E
d
(t) +

.

E
out

BAT (t) ∀ 0 < dtf < tstart−up (3)

.

E
RES

(t) =
.

E
d
(t) +

4∑
j=1

.

E
out

j (t) ∀ dtf ≥ tstart−up (4)

where dtf represents the elapsed time since the start of the shortfall.158

Eq. 2 represents the state of the system in which electrical generation exceeds electrical load. In this state,159

direct supply to the plant from generation is sufficient to meet demand; no energy is required from storage.160

The latter two states represent the behaviour of the energy system in the aftermath of shortfall in electrical161

generation. In the immediate aftermath of the shortfall (dtf < tstart−up), only the VRFB system is available.162

The total output of the energy system is a combination of the outputs from battery storage and direct163

generation (Eq. 3). In this time period, the necessary steps are taken to power up the other storage164

technologies. Once sufficient time has elapsed (dtf ≥ tstart−up) the other storage options become available165

and the system moves to the third state (represented by Eq. 4).166

With Eqs. 2-4 , we are able to account for the different states of the system based on the time since the167

previous shortfall dtf and the storage start-up time tstart−up. Since tstart−up is assumed to be the same168

for all the technologies, it must be selected to match the start-up time of the slowest technology. Thus,169

tstart−up = 15 min. A smaller value of tstart−up could lead to potentially infeasible designs; a larger tstart−up170

to battery oversizing and increased system cost.171

The assumption of a uniform start-up time reduces the number of states that need to be considered, sim-172

plifying the problem. This approach is particularly useful when a large number of storage technologies with173

varying start-up times are considered: the storage options would be grouped based on response time simila-174

rity. However, the problem can be modelled with individual start-up times for the different technologies if175
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of the energy requirements of the plant. Part of the electricity generated is used to provide
the heating to the two MTS storage tanks k. This extra load reduces the total energy available for plant demand satisfaction.

necessary. In that case, this system will have four states rather than the three considered here.176

3.1.2. Thermal output177

The total heat supplied from the energy system to satisfy the thermal demand is178

.

Q
RES

(t) =
.

Q
heating

AA−CAES(t) +
.

Q
heating

MTS (t) (5)

Here,
.

Q
heating

MTS (t) represents the total heat supplied from both the power tower and MTS systems (see Figure179

2), while
.

Q
heating

AA−CAES(t) represents the heat supplied from the AA-CAES system.180

3.1.3. Load demands181

Figure 3 presents a schematic representation of the loads that must be met by the energy system. The182

energy system must satisfy not only the requirements of the mine
[
.

D
el

(t),
.

D
th

(t)
]
, but also the electricity183

requirements of the heaters of the molten salt storage tanks. Thus, the total electrical load to be satisfied184

.

E
load

(t) is actually greater than the electrical demand of the mine
.

D
el

(t). Under ideal conditions, the heat185

and power outputs of the renewable energy system satisfy the total demands of the plant
[
.

E
load

(t),
.

D
th

(t)
]
.186

The system is considered to have failed when the supply from the energy system does not meet either (or187

both) of these demands. In such a case, ancillary support (such as diesel generation) would be required to188

meet the shortfall to ensure that the operation suffers no downtime.189

Equations 2-5, coupled with those presented in AppendixA for the wind generation and battery storage190

systems and those previously presented for the other system components in Amusat et al. [3], form the191
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energy system model. Based on the model, eleven variables are required to define an energy system design,192

x =
{
CgenPV , C

gen
PT , NWT , C

s
j , C

out
j , Nbat, Nst

}
; j 6=VRFB

where j here represents the set of available storage alternatives other than the VRFB system (PHES, AA-193

CAES, MTS). For the battery system, the number of battery units Nbat and the number of storage hours194

Nst are considered as the design variables in place of the capacity variables {CsBAT , CoutBAT }. This was done195

because the VRFB storage capacity CsBAT can only take on certain discrete values depending on Nbat which196

must be an integer (see Eq. A.8 ). Thus, considering Nbat as a design variable is a better approach for197

the battery system. For the same reason, the number of wind turbines NWT (which must be an integer) is198

considered in place of the wind turbine nominal capacity Cgenwind . The two variables are related by Eq. A.2.199

The model allows us to evaluate the performance of any design given the appropriate renewable input data.200

3.2. Objective functions201

Both economic and quality performance considerations need to be weighed in the evaluation of any energy202

system design.203

3.2.1. Economic criteria: cost function204

The cost objective considered in this work is the capital cost of the integrated energy system. It consists of205

the investment costs of the generation and storage technologies. Generation technologies are generally costed206

based on the nominal power output (Cgeni ) or installed areas (Ageni ). The capital cost of storage technologies207

is dependent on both the total energy capacity
(
Csj
)
and the peak discharge power

(
Coutj

)
[38, 28]. The208

capital cost of any design may be evaluated as:209

CC =
ng∑
i=1

Ugeni Ageni +
ns∑
j=1

(UsjCsj + Uoutj Coutj ) (6)

where ng and ns are the number of generation and storage options, and Ugeni , Usj and Uoutj are the unit210

costs of the generation (per m2), storage (per Wh) and discharge units (per W) respectively.211

3.2.2. Performance criteria: energy system reliability212

In order to be able to compare any two designs we need to take into consideration not just their costs but213

also how well both designs perform in demand satisfaction, or how reliable the designs are. The modified loss214
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of power supply probability [3, 4], which measures how frequently a design is unable to produce an expected215

(or desired) level of performance, is considered as the reliability criteria:216

LPSPm = Number of years with unsatisfactory performance
Total number of years considered, Nyear

(7)

It is an indication of the frequency of failure of the given design. For example, a design which is able to217

produce the expected performance in six out of ten years will have a 40% failure rate, or LPSPm = 0.4.218

Thus, the measure allows us to actually quantify the effect of climate-based variability.219

The target in this work is to generate designs which provide full demand satisfaction from local generation.220

A design fails when once the output of the RES is unable to meet the load demand (thermal or electrical) at221

any time within the year. Thus, if each complete year of renewables input data (solar and wind) is considered222

be an independent input scenario and EE is the total external energy requirement in a given scenario, then223

the reliability criteria for the problem may be written as224

LPSPm = Number of scenarios in which external energy is required to meet demand
Total number of input scenarios considered, Nyear

= Nyear |EE>0

Nyear
(8)

The objectives quantify all potential designs in economic and performance terms, allowing us to easily225

compare any two designs or configurations of the energy system.226

4. Full bi-criteria design problem227

Based on the system model described in the section 3, the full sizing problem may be defined as follows:228

Given:229

• a number of renewable input scenarios representing the renewables availability and variability at the230

location,231

• the unit costs of the generation and storage technologies
(
Ugeni , Usj , U

out
j

)
,232

• the efficiencies of all mechanical components (turbines, pumps and compressors), and233

• the electrical and thermal load demands of the plant,234

generate a trade-off curve containing a set of energy system designs X̄ = {x̄1, x̄2 . . . x̄n} which minimize the235

capital cost of the system CC (x̄) and the loss of power supply probability LPSPm (x̄) subject to generation,236
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storage, capacity and operational constraints. Mathematically,237

min
x̄∈X̄

z =


F1 (x̄) = CC (x̄)

F2 (x̄) = LPSPm (x̄)
(9)

The decision maker would then be required to select a design from the available alternatives X̄.238

Evaluating the energy system reliability requires input information about the performance of the energy239

system under a variety of renewable input conditions. We therefore need renewables data which reflects the240

variability at the location of the mine. Generating this data will be the focus of the next section.241

5. Renewables scenario generation242

Renewable input data which represent both the renewables availability and variability at the site under243

consideration are required to evaluate the reliability of designs accurately. Historical recordings are the best244

source of input data but are often insufficient or incomplete, and part or all of the renewables data must be245

obtained by other methods. For such cases, synthetic data (or scenarios) with properties similar to what246

would be observed at the site must be generated. One way to ensure that the synthetic data generated is247

realistic and has the right characteristics is to base the synthetic data on the statistical properties of the248

available historical data.249

Two types of renewable resources have been considered in the energy system: wind and solar. Thus, each250

renewable input scenario needs to contain data for both renewable types at every instant in time throughout251

the year. Generation of synthetic renewable input scenarios therefore consists two steps:252

• Model development for different renewable input types, and253

• Generation of renewable input scenarios containing both wind and solar information.254

Both steps will be discussed in further detail.255

5.1. Renewables modelling256

The first stage involves the development of statistical models for the different renewable input types required257

by the energy system model. Three different generation technologies available in the superstructure (Figure258

2), with each requiring a different type of renewable input. Statistical models and methodologies which allow259

us to generate synthetic data for the different renewable input types are required.260
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Basing the profiles on the properties of historical data means that the wind and solar input profiles will be261

generated independent of each other.262

5.1.1. Windspeed modelling263

The power output from wind turbines is dependent on the windspeed availability at the selected site. Most264

meteorological stations collect instantaneous windspeed data, typically hourly or half-hourly. In order to265

account for climate-based variability, we characterize the historical data for each time step of each month by266

a probability distribution function. The Weibull distribution, which has been shown in literature to be the267

most appropriate distribution for windspeed data [25, 62, 44], is used here. The probability density function268

(PDF) and cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a Weibull distribution are given by:269

f(ϑ) = β

α

(
ϑ

α

)β−1
e−( ϑα )β (10)

and270

F(ϑ) = 1− e−( ϑα )β (11)

where ϑ is the wind speed, and β and α are the shape and scale parameters respectively. The shape parameter271

β determines what the distribution will ultimately look like, while the scale parameter α determines the height272

and width (spread) of the distribution. Expressions for evaluating the scale and shape parameters of the273

Weibull distribution may be found in Gooding et al. [26, 27].274

Random windspeed realizations from the Weibull distributions were generated using MATLAB’s in-built275

Weibull random data generator wblrnd. A single realization of the windspeed for any time step h of any day276

d of any month m can be obtained by random data generation from the appropriate distribution f(ϑm,h).277

This approach has been used extensively in literature for simulating full years of synthetic windspeed data278

[6, 37, 9, 63].279

Based on the statistical model, complete years of windspeed data (wind profiles) can easily be generated.280

The windspeed at any time is modelled as a linear combination of two terms,281

υm,1,h = f (ϑm,h) m = 1, 2 . . . 12; h = 1, 2 . . . , ns

υm,d,h = ωd · υm,1,h + (1− ωd) · f (ϑm,h) d = 2 . . . , ndays
(12)

where ωdε [0, 1] is a weighting factor which provides a balance between individuality and trend in the data:282

the larger its value, the more the trend in the monthly data.283
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The first term ensures that days within the same month have some degree of similarity, providing a trend-like284

contribution. A value of wd = 1 indicates that all the days of the month are expected to have exactly the285

same wind conditions. This increases the chances of covering rare events such as entire windy month. The286

second term provides individuality to the data, ensuring that the days of the month are different from each287

other in some way.288

A value of wd = 0.5 was selected for the generation of the synthetic radiation profiles in this work, meaning289

that both the daily and monthly approaches contribute equally to the final profile for each day. Thus, the290

approach allows us to capture both the short term similarities in weather data (captured by the first term)291

and the long term variations in climate data (captured by the second term).292

As in all other works involving synthetic data generation from probability distributions [6, 37, 9, 63, 4], the293

approach assumes that windspeed available in consecutive time periods are dependent solely on the relevant294

probability distribution: υm,d,h is not influenced by υm,d,h−1. However, the methodology is general and295

allows for other types of trends and properties (such as relationships between consecutive hours) to be added296

to the wind profiles.297

Equation 12 may be used to generate as many windspeed profiles nwind as are desired.298

5.1.2. Solar radiation modelling299

Two types of solar radiation data are required based on the technologies available in the superstructure.300

Photovoltaics require global horizontal irradiance (GHI) data, while power towers require direct normal301

irradiance (DNI) information. Details about GHI and DNI data generation have been presented in detail in302

previous works [3, 4], so only summaries will be presented here.303

The historical GHI data for each time step of each month is characterized using the Pearson family of304

distributions [54]. We have shown in a previous work [4] that the Pearson family of distributions perform305

well for solar modelling, producing good predictions daily, monthly and annually. Random GHI realizations306

from the family of distributions were generated using MATLAB’s in-built pearsrnd function which generates307

random data from the appropriate Pearson distribution. Complete years of GHI data were modelled using308

the same approach described for windspeed,309

.

G
tot

m,1,h = f (gm,h) m = 1, 2 . . . 12; h = 1, 2 . . . , ns
.

G
tot

m,d,h
= ωd ·

.

G
tot

m,1,h + (1− ωd) · f (gm,h) d = 2 . . . , ndays
(13)

The approach was repeated to generate the nsolar GHI profiles required.310
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The DNI profile corresponding to each GHI input profile was generated using the Louche model [39, 3].311

With these models, we are able to generate multiple independent solar and wind input profiles. The capability312

of the approach to generate good synthetic input profiles has been demonstrated previously [3].313

The results of the of the data generation stage consists of nsolar solar and nwind wind input conditions314

generated independently of each other. However, a renewable input scenario must consist of both solar and315

wind input data. Thus, the two data types need to be combined in some way. While the ideal approach would316

be to consider all nsolar×nwind combinations of the solar and wind profiles, such an approach would require317

significant computational expense. We therefore to select a subset of renewable input scenarios from the318

full nsolar × nwind set, sufficient to explore the entire space while reducing the computational requirements.319

Stratified random sampling is used to achieve this.320

5.2. Renewables scenario selection using stratified random sampling321

Stratification is the process of dividing members of a population into subgroups before sampling. In stratified322

random sampling, the population is divided into a number of non-overlapping sub-regions (called strata)323

based on a stratification criteria, with each sub-region then randomly sampled independently [10]. All the324

subgroups of the population are therefore represented in the final sample population [46]. Stratified random325

sampling reduces selection bias, producing a sample population representative of the entire population under326

consideration. It is therefore a better option than random sampling [46].327

In this work, the total renewables availability is considered as the criteria for stratification. Consider a set328

of solar and wind input conditions of the same size n = nsolar = nwind. Each input type is sorted based329

on the renewables availability level and then divided into q strata, each containing n/q profiles. Thus, q2
330

subregions are created from which samples may be selected, with each subregion containing (n/q)2 potential331

renewable input conditions. This is demonstrated in Figure 4 for n = 4 and q = 2. Scenarios can then be332

selected randomly from each sub-region. In our case, we select n renewable input scenarios randomly from333

each sub-region such that each renewable input condition is represented exactly once. This means that each334

point is selected q times in total. The total number of scenarios selected is therefore reduced from n2 to n · q.335

Figure 4 shows a case where the number of renewable scenarios to be considered is reduced from 16 to 8.336

The approach reduces to pure random sampling when q = 1 and becomes the evaluation of the whole set when337

q = n. It becomes more accurate as the number of strata considered is increased (q → n). It allows for the338

exploration of different types of input scenarios while reducing the computational requirements significantly.339
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Figure 4: Demonstration of stratified random sampling approach for scenario selection. Each input type (with n = 4 profiles
each) is divided into q = 2 strata, creating q2 = 4 sections for sample selection. The selection of scenario (1,2) eliminated the
(1,1) and (2,2) scenarios from consideration.

To summarize, the generation of renewable input scenarios is done in two stages. First, data for each input340

type (solar and wind) are generated from appropriate probability distributions and correlations. This yields341

solar and wind input profiles generated independently of each other which represent the degree of variability342

at the location. A manageable number of scenarios are then selected from the set formed by the solar and343

wind profiles using stratified random sampling.344

The selected scenarios form the time-series data input into the energy system model. The energy system345

model outputs information about how well a given design performs in each of the input scenarios. This346

information is necessary for reliability evaluation (Eq. 8). The next section describes how the energy system347

model is implemented for the evaluation of design performance in each scenario.348

6. Model implementation for reliability evaluation349

The model representing the energy system as described in Section 3 is a differential-algebraic system, with350

the generation systems represented by algebraic equations (for example, Eq. A.1) and the storage systems by351

dynamic equations (such as Eq. A.7). The model equations are discretized using the forward Euler method.352

An Euler discretization is sufficient for the problem as the system is non-stiff. The discretization divides353

the continuous time interval t ∈ [0, tfinal] into nt intervals of uniform size 4t, nt = tfinal
4t . Henceforth, the354

subscript τ is used to represent the time-dependent variables in the discrete problem, τ = 0, 1, . . . , nt.355

The discretized model has been implemented in MATLAB in a step-wise manner. For each input year of356

data, the energy system model is evaluated by repeating the following steps for each τ :357
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1. Evaluation of instantaneous generation358

The instantaneous output of each generation option is evaluated based on the current renewables359

availability.360

2. Demand satisfaction361

Next, the routes by which the demands of the mine are satisfied are determined. Two factors were362

considered in determining the way in which the energy system should be operated:363

• the form of energy generation and storage (thermal or electrical), and364

• the types of losses associated with the storage systems.365

Since there are fewer number of generation and storage options available for thermal energy supply,366

the thermal demands of the mine are satisfied first.367

(a) Thermal demand satisfaction368

Thermal energy supply from the power tower and MTS systems are considered first for thermal369

load satisfaction. If those options are unable to satisfy the thermal load, energy from the thermal370

energy store (TES) of the AA-CAES is then considered. Any unmet thermal load
.

S
th

τ must then371

be supplied from outside the renewable energy system.372

(b) Electrical demand satisfaction373

Next, the satisfaction of the electrical load of the plant is considered. Figure 5 presents a schematic374

representation of the system operation for electrical load satisfaction.375

First, the model determines whether the electrical load demand
.

E
load

τ can be satisfied fully from376

electrical generation
.

E
gen

total,τ . When this is possible, direct supply from generation
.

E
d

τ powers the377

plant. There is no energy shortfall and no need for external energy supply. Any excess electrical378

generation is sent to storage. Thus, the storage systems are in charging mode.379

When the electrical generation is less than the electrical load demand
(
.

E
gen

total,τ <
.

E
load

τ

)
, the380

plant is in discharge mode as the electrical shortfall
.

S
el

τ must be supplied either from storage or381

from outside the renewable energy system. The decision on which storage options are available382

at any time is determined by a binary variable ψτ which tracks the storage system state:383

ψτ =


1 when

4∑
j=1

.

E
out

j,τ > 0

0 otherwise

(14)

Considering the value of ψ at the previous time step provides information on the previous state384

of the system. A value of ψτ−1 = 0 means that none of the storage options was in use at the385
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previous time period. This indicates that the entire electrical load in the previous time step386

.

E
load

τ was supplied directly from electrical generation. Thus, a transitioning period is required387

to allow for start-up of the storage systems. During this period, only the battery bank (taking388

advantage of its instantaneous response) is available for use.389

A value of ψτ−1 = 1 indicates that at least one storage option was active at the previous time390

step, indicating that sufficient time has elapsed for all the storage systems to become available.391

In this case, the discharge order is dependent on a pre-defined operating scheme for storage OP .392

There is therefore an implicit assumption here that the power output of the storage units can be393

increased or decreased rapidly as long as the system is already operational.394

The approach implemented here assumes that one time step represents sufficient time for the395

other storage options to become available. However, the condition can easily be modified for396

technologies requiring longer start-up times without changing the time resolution 4t. For a397

technology with a start-up time tstart−up, the number of elapsed time steps that is required398

is given by nstep = tstart−up/4t. Thus, the technology does not become available until nstep399

consecutive time steps have elapsed,400

{
ψτ−1, ψτ−2, . . . ψτ−nstep

}
= 1

It should be noted that this has no impact on the search space as it is not a combinatorial problem.401

The approach therefore allows for finer time resolution without implying faster startup times.402

The variable OP determines the order in which the storage options are discharged. Four storage403

options are available for selection; this equates to 4! = 24 possible operating orders. However, we404

do not need to explore all the alternatives because the order of discharge of some of the storage405

technologies can be fixed based on factors such as losses, use and costs:406

• The battery system should be discharged last when ψτ−1 = 1. The battery system is the407

storage option available in the superstructure with instantaneous response, and is the most408

expensive of the storage options. It is therefore reasonable to try to avoid using the system409

when other (cheaper) storage options are available.410

• The AA-CAES system should be discharged before the PHES system. This order is based411

on the nature of the losses from the two systems. The PHES system only incurs mechanical412

losses when the system is in operation. On the other hand, the AA-CAES system incurs losses413

(mechanical and thermal) whether the system is in operation or not. Thus, we have chosen414

to discharge the AA-CAES first when energy is available in both storage options in order415
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Table 2: Electrical charging and discharging orders for storage technologies

System state Available orders

Discharging
OP = 1 : AA-CAES > PT-MTS > PHES > VRFB
OP = 2 : AA-CAES > PHES > PT-MTS > VRFB
OP = 3 : PT-MTS > AA-CAES > PHES > VRFB

Charging VRFB > PHES > AA-CAES

to reduce the standing losses to the minimum. The two storage types can still be selected416

individually or together, as will be seen in the results. Further details about this decision and417

its potential impacts may be found in Amusat et al. [4].418

These constraints reduce the potential storage discharge orders from 24 to three (shown in Table419

2). OP is a design variable which selects between the three schemes. It should be noted that420

the solar thermal generation and storage systems (PT and MTS) are treated as one unit in the421

decision-making process because they share a power block. Once the decision is made to switch422

on the power block for electricity generation (based on OP ), both PT and MTS are used: first423

the PT for direct supply, then the MTS.424

Two designs with the same unit capacities but different operating schemes will have the same capi-425

tal cost but potentially different reliabilities. Thus, a fully defined design will provide information426

about both the sizes of the units and how the storage systems will be operated,427

x =
{
CgenPV , C

gen
PT , NWT , C

s
j , C

out
j , Nbat, Nst | OP

}
; j 6=VRFB

The electrical power output of any storage system is dependent the unmet electrical load
.

S
el

τ , the428

current storage state Esj,τ , and the peak output capacity of the storage system Coutj . The unmet429

load is updated after the dispatch each storage option. The new level of energy in the storage430

unit is also updated. This procedure continues until all the storage options have been dispatched.431

Once the outputs of the storage options have been determined, the unmet electrical load
.

S
el

τ can432

easily be estimated. A value greater than zero indicates that some of the electrical demands will433

need to be satisfied from outside the renewable energy system.434

The total external energy requirement of the mine is the sum of the unmet thermal and electrical loads435

over the entire time interval, Eextτ =
[
.

S
el

τ +
.

S
th

τ

]
·∆t.436

3. Storage charging and evaluation of dumped energies437

Next, the end states of the storage options (which will serve as the starting storage levels in the next438

time step τ + 1) are evaluated. The order for charging the electrical options is shown in Table 2. The439

battery system is charged first since it is the only instantaneous response option. The PHES system440
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Figure 6: Summary of design evaluation process.

is charged before the AA-CAES system because it has no standing losses - energy stored in the PHES441

system does not reduce in quantity or quality when the system is not in operation. Any electricity left442

over after the three options have been fully charged is dumped.443

The MTS is charged with thermal energy from the power tower. The left-over thermal energy after444

the storage tank is fully charged is returned as the dumped thermal energy.445

These steps are repeated for all nt intervals. At the end of the procedure, the total energy required from446

outside the hybrid energy system for the year may be evaluated as447

Total external requirement, EE [MWh] =
nt∑
τ=0

Eextτ (15)

The frequency and duration of energy system failure can also be calculated easily.448

The performance data obtained from the model implemented here form the input information required for449

the evaluation of the energy system reliability (Eq. 8).450

In summary, to evaluate any given design, a set of renewable input scenarios is first generated from appropri-451

ate probability distributions and weather correlations (Section 5). The performance of the design under each452

of the generated renewable availability scenarios is evaluated with an energy system model which incorpo-453

rates constraints on the dispatch and operation of the storage systems during power generation fluctuations454

(Sections 6). The information from the energy system model is then used to evaluate the design reliability455

and cost as detailed in Section 3.2. The intermittent nature of the power outputs from renewables generation456

technologies is accounted for in the energy system model while the climate-based variability is accounted for457

by considering multiple renewable input conditions. Figure 6 is a schematic representation of the process.458
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Two assumptions made in the development of the methodology need to be highlighted:459

1. The renewable input data and load data supplied to the model are lumped; it is assumed that the460

availability and load values are constant over a given time interval. This is done because minute-by-461

minute renewables data is unavailable. As a result, the power outputs of the generation and storage462

units will appear to change in a step-wise, discontinuous manner between time intervals (for example,463

from a constant 40% of output capacity in one time period to 0% in the next). We do not mean to464

imply that this is actually the case: in reality, power outputs will change gradually from one minute465

to the next until the cut-off point is reached, at which point the output from the system falls to zero.466

However, this cannot be represented appropriately here and is a limitation of the data available, not the467

model itself. Given finer input data granularity (minute-by minute data) and additional computational468

resources, the model is capable of producing a more realistic behaviour.469

2. While the model accounts for start-up times of the different storage technologies, we have assumed470

instantaneous ramp rates once they are operational. In reality, different storage technologies have471

different load following capabilities and this will have an impact on the choice and/or operation of the472

technologies. Technologies with low ramp rates will require battery support for longer. While the issue473

of ramp rates will not be addressed in this work, the storage technologies available on the superstructure474

are known to have have good ramping capabilities. Flow batteries are considered to be one of the best475

technologies for ramping/load following due to their instantaneous response capabilities [40], while476

Chen et al. [14] suggests that PHES and CAES systems are suitable for load following. Similarly, CSP477

plants with thermal energy storage are capable of being ramped very quickly (relative to conventional478

generators), with the ability to go from minimum to maximum operating capacity in under 10 minutes479

[17, 18]. Any energy system configuration generated will therefore have good ramping capabilities.480

The methodology presented here can be adapted to account for ramp rates using the battery system,481

and this will be addressed in future works.482

Both assumptions represent deviations from reality and will influence the results obtained from the model.483

Despite these limitations however, incorporating the storage start-up times allow us to better represent the484

availability and real-time operating behaviours of the individual storage systems. This is a significant step485

forward as we are then able to account for both the intermittent and variable nature of renewable resources486

in the design of hybrid energy systems.487

Having established how the two objectives will be evaluated for any given design, the full design problem488

(Equation 9) can now addressed.489
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7. Solution methodology490

The bi-objective problem to generate the non-dominated set of designs is solved using NSGA-II [16], a non-491

dominated sorting-based multiobjective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA). The MATLAB implementation of492

the algorithm by Song [59] is used. Figure 7 shows the flowchart for the process. As can be seen in the493

figure, a single set of renewable input profiles to be used for performance evaluation is generated before the494

stochastic solution procedure begins. This ensures that all the designs are compared on the same basis.495

Genetic algorithms are the most widely used method for solving problems involving hybrid energy system496

sizing because of their ability of to jump out of local minimas, even for large problems with infinite number497

of design variables [21]. This means that the tractability and convexity problems which affect gradient498

and branching-based solvers are avoided. As with all evolutionary algorithms however, the use of a genetic499

algorithm introduces a stochastic element to the solution procedure. Multiple instances of the problem will500

need to be solved to obtain a measure of confidence in the results of the procedure.501

8. Case studies502

Two case studies are considered to evaluate the proposed methodology. In the first (base) case, the state-503

dependent nature of storage availability (see Section 3.1) is ignored in the sizing of the energy system. All504

the storage technologies are assumed to be able to respond instantly to sudden fluctuations in generation505

irrespective of previous state. The case will explore the characteristics of the design solutions obtained when506

all the storage technologies are made available for use at all times. The base case design problem will therefore507

account solely for inter-year variability. The second case study incorporates both inter-year variability and508

renewables generation intermittency: the time-constrained storage response to sudden changes in renewable509

resource level is accounted for. Comparing the results obtained in both cases will provide an insight into how510

accounting for fluctuations in renewable generation during the design process can influence the sizing and511

configuration of hybrid systems. Some insight can also be gained into the operation of the plant, although512

this will be subject to the constraints imposed on the design space by the pre-defined operating scheme.513

For the studies, we consider the sizing of an energy system for a fictional mine located in Alberta, Canada514

(Lat. 51.0o N, Long. 114.0o W). Alberta experiences large variability in renewables availability and is515

the hub of significant mining activities, especially oil sand and coal mining. Eight years of historical solar516

radiation data (2005-2012) for the location were obtained from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory517

[49]. The database provides half-hourly solar irradiance measurements for any North American site, with518

data available from 1998. Wind velocity data covering the same period was obtained from the Department519
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Figure 9: Daily electricity demand profile for the mine. The
profile was assumed to be constant for all days of the year.

of Environmental and Natural Resources, Government of Canada [19]. Figure 8 shows the mean solar and520

windspeed availability at the location through the year.521

Based on the statistical properties of the historical data, 300 potential profiles for each input type (solar and522

wind) were generated using the approach described in Section 5.1. The profiles were paired using stratified523

random sampling with q = 4, giving a total of 1200 input scenarios.524

Figure 9 shows the electrical load profile considered in this work. The profile was obtained from the actual525

electricity consumption data of a Chilean mine in July 2013. The demand does not vary significantly during526

the day: the maximum deviation from the mean demand of 171 MWh is 4.2%. The thermal demands of the527

plant were assumed to be 10% of the electrical demands due to lack of data. With direct heating accounting528

for 13% of the mining industry’s energy end-use [55], the assumption was considered reasonable.529

The parameters and cost data for the wind turbine and battery systems are presented in Table 3. Details530

about the parameters and cost data used for the other technologies and their sources may be found in Amusat531

et al. [3]. Table 4 shows the NSGA-II parameters used in the study.532

8.1. Base case533

For the base case, the response times of the storage technologies are not accounted for: all storage options534

are immediately available in the aftermath of sudden generation failure. This means that the constraints535

which control the dispatch and operation of the storage systems (Eqs. 2-4) do not apply: all the storage536

options are available for use at all times (Figure 5),537

ψτ = 1 ∀τ
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Table 3: Parameters used in case studies

Generation/Storage Description Cost(s) Source(s)

Wind turbine
NEG Micon NM44/750: PR = 750 kW,
H = 56 m, νc,in = 3.5 m/s, νr = 15 m/s,
νc,out = 25 m/s, power density = 2.03 m2

/kW
907.1 €/m2

Kavasseri and
Seetharaman
[35], National Renewable
Energy Laboratory, NREL
[50], The Wind Power [61]

VRFB system

Based on RedT 5 KWe VRFB systems:
κ = 0% per month. Ubat,single= 40 Volts.
DC-DC stack efficiency = 0.8.
DODmax = 0.8.
ηinv,ac−dc = ηinv,dc−ac = 0.95.

200 €/KWh,
1,000 €/KWe

Kear et al. [36], Abbes
et al. [1], Türker
[66], www.redtenergy.com
[70]

Table 4: NSGA-II parameters for battery study

Population size Npop = 40
Selection Binary tournament selection
Crossover Intermediate crossover, Crossover fraction = 0.75
Mutation Gaussian mutation, mutation fraction = 0.3
Stopping criteria Maximum number of generations, Ng = 300

Hourly time steps were considered for the discretization of the model.538

8.1.1. Trade-off curve539

Figure 10 shows the non-dominated objective function values for 3 attempts. The average wall clock time540

from start to finish for the three parallelized runs was 183.5 h on a Linux based machine with eight 2.4541

GHz Intel Xeon processors and 16 GB RAM. Each data point represents a different design. Moving from542
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Figure 10: Approximations to Pareto front for base case from three attempts with NSGA-II
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Table 5: Objective values for minimum cost and maximum reliability designs for the three base case runs.

Min. cost design
(
LPSPm = 0.9992

)
Max. reliability design

(
LPSPm = 0

)
Cost variation

(€ million) (€ million) (%)
Run 1 2948 5069 71.97
Run 2 2927 5080 73.55
Run 3 2933 5083 73.30

Variation 2936± 0.4% 5077± 0.2%

WT

Th.

Demand

El.

Demand

PT

PHES

MTS

R3R2

R1

R6

R4

R5

Figure 11: Optimal operating scheme for designs with possible energy routes for Canada case study after wind integration. The
red and blue lines represent the electrical and thermal networks respectively.

left to right indicates increasing reliability. There is very little difference between the results of the three543

runs, giving a measure of confidence that set of non-dominated solutions have been identified well. Logically,544

the minimum cost solution involves doing nothing
(
LPSPm = 1, CC = 0

)
. The Pareto curve was seen to545

converge towards this trivial solution
(
LPSPm = 1, CC = 0

)
on the left part of the Figure. However, that546

solution is not shown here as it provides no information. The minimum cost design is considered to be the547

next best solution; LPSPm ∈ [0, 1).548

Table 5 shows the costs of the minimum cost and maximum reliability designs for the three runs. The cost549

increase is between 72% and 74% in all three runs. The large cost increase observed for maximum reliability550

reflects the high variability in potential renewable input conditions at the location. The decision of which551

design x to choose (trading off between fossil fuel generation and renewable power) is left to the decision552

maker; see discussion in Amusat et al. [4].553

8.1.2. Energy system configuration554

Figure 11 shows the optimal energy system configuration in all three runs. It involves the installation of555

a power tower (PT) and wind turbines (WT) for generation, and tank storage (MTS) and pumped hydro556

(PHES) for storage. The WT and PHES systems satisfy electrical demands only, while the PT and MTS557

systems satisfy both electrical and thermal demands. This is a case where the PHES system has been selected558
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Table 6: Characteristics of maximum reliability design from Run 3

CgenPT Cgenwind CsMTS CoutMTS CsPHES CoutPHES

4785 MWth 581 MWe 13784 MWh 188 MWe 437 MWh 21 MWe

for electrical storage despite the implemented operating scheme prioritizing the AA-CAES for discharge. The559

selected operating scheme
(
OP = 2

)
discharges the PHES before the MTS for power supply. This is logical:560

discharging less of the MTS for power generation ensures that thermal demands can be satisfied for longer.561

The order for electrical demand satisfaction is: R1>R3>R4>R6. The VRFB system, which is the only562

instantaneous response option, is not selected in the optimal configuration due to its high cost.563

The decision to integrate wind and solar power for energy supply takes advantage of the seasonal anticor-564

relation in the time patterns of the renewable resources. The inverse relationship between the resources is565

evident from Figure 8: wind availability (and thus generation) increases between August and November and566

decreases between April and August; solar availability (and thus generation) is the opposite. Thus, combi-567

ning the two resources provides balance to the energy system. This, combined with the poor solar availability568

at the location (especially in Winter), informed the decision to integrate the two generation options.569

In order to analyze how the energy system designs obtained in the base case react to meet the electrical load570

of the mine, we will consider a single design from the Pareto front. In this case, maximum reliability design571

obtained in the third run is selected. The design is presented in Table 6. The rest of the analysis of the572

energy system configuration will be based on this design which is representative of all designs on the front.573

8.1.3. Energy mix for electrical load satisfaction574

Figure 12 shows the contributions of the different energy sources to the electrical output of the maximum575

reliability design. Direct energy supply from wind generation is the single largest contributor to the energy576

mix, supplying energy to meet more than 30% of the electrical load for the year in all the input scenarios.577

Very little of the energy generated from wind is stored as evidenced by the small PHES storage capacity. This578

suggests that wind generation was selected primarily for direct demand satisfaction, with the system taking579

advantage of its availability throughout day and night (unlike solar generation which is unavailable at night).580

Taking into account the PHES storage capacity and peak electrical load level, significant electricity dumping581

will occur whenever the wind turbine operates close to its nominal capacity. The WT/PHES systems are582

most active in the first half of the year with the highest power outputs occurring in April and May.583

The thermal route (PT and MTS system) contributes over 60% of the total electricity required to meet load584

demands. It is most active for electricity supply in the summer months (June to August).585
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Figure 12: Average annual contribution of different energy sources to energy mix for electricity demand satisfaction. The error
bars show the variation in the annual contribution over all 1,200 input scenarios due to renewables variability.

The error bars highlight the impact of variability on the contributions of the different sources to the RES586

output. As expected, years with good wind availability experience higher wind contribution to the energy587

mix, and vice versa. Direct wind contribution also experiences the highest variation over all 1,200 scenarios,588

deviating from the mean by up to ±4.5%.589

8.1.4. System operation590

To understand how the base case configuration handles the generation-load imbalance typically observed591

with renewables generation, we consider the behaviour of the maximum reliability design (Table 6) on a592

typical April day. April is considered because it is the month with the highest wind availability (see Fig. 8).593

Figure 13 shows the wind generation profile for the selected day. The wind turbine output exceeds the594

load demand for seven hours of the day, including a three-hour stretch around noon. At those times the595

plant requires no electricity from storage. The figure also highlights the intermitency challenge, with wind596

generation reducing dramatically in some hours. This is most noticeable around the 18th hour, where wind597

generation suddenly drops from 266 MWe (more than enough to meet demand) to zero.598

Figure 14 shows how the system output is influenced by the changes in wind generation level. When wind599

generation is in excess, the plant supplies all the energy directly from wind. When the level of wind generation600

drops, the system makes up the electricity shortfall from the PHES and thermal generation systems.601

From the energy output profile for the day, the system configuration obtained for the base case would be602

considered infeasible if the times required to start-up the PHES and power block (Table 1) were taken into603
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Figure 13: Wind generation profile of maximum reliability
design on a typical April day. The broken black line shows
the maximum electrical load on the day.
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Figure 14: Corresponding power profile for the maximum re-
liability design on the April day. Transitions directly from
wind to PHES and PT are observed.

account. For example, a power shortfall of 106 MWe would occur for at least 15 minutes between 12h604

and 13h while the power block of the solar thermal system is switched on. In reality, the design would605

experience system failure at least three times on the April day (9h, 13h and 18h). The behaviour observed606

here highlights why storage response to dynamic variations in renewable generation cannot be ignored at607

the design stage in the sizing of renewable energy systems.608

It is expected that the incorporation of time-dependent operational constraints based on the start-up times609

of the storage technologies will ensure that proposed energy system designs and configurations are well610

equipped to handle any potential intermittency in generation. This is investigated in the second case study.611

8.2. Incorporation of state-dependent operational constraints for storage612

In this case, the dispatch and operation of the storage systems account for the storage start-up time (Eqs.613

2-4) in the design process.614

15-minute time steps were considered for the discretization of the entire model, corresponding to tstart−up615

and the recommended minimum discharge period for electrochemical systems [28]. The smaller time steps616

allow us to monitor the system dynamics more accurately. However, it also means that evaluating the model617

for a full year (over 35,000 discrete steps) will require a significantly more time and memory.618

The same renewable input scenarios considered in the base case are used, with the four 15-min intervals619

within each hour having the same value. The use of the same input data allows us to compare the results620

obtained from both case studies on the same basis. However, the data could also have been generated by621

making multiple predictions from the statistical models for each time step. For example, 15-min windspeed622

data could be generated by making four separate predictions from the Weibull distribution for each hour.623
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Figure 15: Approximations to Pareto front for battery-integrated system obtained in five attempts with NSGA-II. Three distinct
fronts are obtained, with three of the runs (1,3 and 5) overlapping on the non-dominated front.

Table 7: Objective values for minimum cost and maximum reliability designs for the five runs. The fronts have been sorted by
the cost of the maximum reliability design. All the cost values have been rounded up.

Front Min. cost design
(
LPSPm = 0.9992

)
Max. reliability design

(
LPSPm = 0

)
(€ million) (€ million)

1
Run 5 3104 5212
Run 3 3106 5237
Run 1 3136 5245

2 Run 4 3309 5544
3 Run 2 3424 5517

All other parameters are unchanged.624

8.2.1. Trade-off curve625

Figure 15 shows the solution fronts obtained from the 5 attempts. The average wall clock time from start to626

finish for the five parallelized runs was 1092 h. Three different fronts have been obtained, with three of the627

runs converging to the same non-dominated front. Two of the runs (Runs 2 and 4) converged to sub-optimal628

solutions. Table 7 shows the objective values for the minimum cost and maximum reliability designs obtained629

in each of the five runs. A difference of 6% is observed in the costs of the most reliable designs obtained630

from the five runs. A comparison with the cost values from the base case (Table 5) indicates that higher631

costs will need to be incurred to obtain designs and/or configurations capable of operating feasibly in the632

aftermath of fluctuations in renewables power output.633

The designs which make up each of the fronts have similar characteristics in terms of technology choices634

and are different from the designs on the other fronts. While the non-dominated front appears to have been635

identified, the presence of local fronts suggests that a larger population size or more generations may be636
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Figure 16: System configuration and operating scheme for designs. The red and blue lines represent the electrical and thermal
networks respectively.

required for the problem. However, the presence of local fronts gives us the opportunity to explore different637

potential energy system configurations which address the intermittency challenge.638

The characteristics of the solutions produced by two of the runs will be explored. First, the properties of one639

of the runs on the non-dominated front (run 5) will be discussed. This will be followed by an analysis of the640

characteristics of the designs on the first sub-optimal front (run 4). The focus will be on how intermittency641

impacts the technology choices, configuration and operating behaviour of the designs on those fronts.642

8.2.2. Characteristics of non-dominated front: Run 5643

System configuration. The system configuration involves the installation of a power tower (PT) and wind644

turbines (WT) for generation, and tank storage (MTS) as shown in Figure 16. Unlike the base case, no645

electrical storage option is selected. The WT system satisfies electrical demands only, while the PT and646

MTS systems satisfy both electrical and thermal demands.647

The nominal wind turbine capacities of all the designs on the optimal front were 132 MWe and 161 MWe,648

just below the minimum demand level of the plant (164 MWe). Thus, means that the wind turbines will649

generate no excess power: any power generated will be consumed immediately by the mine. This makes650

sense since no electrical storage option installed. The choice to reduce wind generation and eliminate the651

PHES system rather than install batteries highlights the high costs associated with battery storage.652

Table 8 shows the maximum reliability design and the contributions of the different energy sources to the653

electrical output. The wind generation contribution to the energy mix is only about 11%. This represents a654

significant reduction from its contribution in the base case (Fig. 12) where wind generation was the largest655

contributor to electrical load satisfaction. Thus, the system mitigates the impact of potential fluctuations in656

renewables generation simply by reducing its dependence on wind-related sources. The solar thermal system657

now contributes over 80% electricity required by the plant.658
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Table 8: Characteristics of maximum reliability designs from run 5 (optimal run) and run 4 (non-optimal front). The first
columns for each run shows the installed capacities of the various technologies, while the second column shows each technology’s
direct annual contribution to the energy mix for electrical demand satisfaction.

Technology
Run 5 Run 4

Installed
capacities

Annual (direct)
contribution to energy mix
for demand satisfaction (%)

Installed
capacities

Annual (direct)
contribution to energy mix
for demand satisfaction (%)

WT 156 MWe 11.29± 1.72 859MWe 42.83± 5.37
PT 5899 MWth 39.81± 2.17 4368MWth 9.80± 3.66

PHES - - 503MWh,
22MWe

5.30± 0.71

AA-CAES - - - -

MTS 18302 MWh,
187 MWe

48.90± 2.16 11745MWh,
187MWe

28.65± 4.25

VRFB - - 431MWh,
215.5MWe

* 3.43± 0.67

* Nominal DC capacity

System operation. To understand how the intermittency challenge is handled with this system configuration,659

we consider the behaviour of the maximum reliability design on the same April day considered in the base660

case. From the installed wind turbine capacity (156 MWe), it is clear that the wind output will never be661

sufficient to meet the load demands of the plant. The peak generation from wind for the selected April day662

is 96 MWe, less than the load demand at any point during the day. Thus, the plant is able to absorb all the663

wind power generated. During the day, wind power is supported by power generated from the power tower664

output to meet the demands of the mine. At night, the MTS system supports the wind output. At least one665

of the PT or MTS systems is always required; the power block is always in operation. This ensures that any666

sudden drop in wind power output can easily be compensated for. Thus, the energy system configuration667

takes advantage of the integrated nature of the solar thermal system and is dependent on the assumption of668

instantaneous ramping. The same operating behaviour can be expected for all designs on this solution front669

since the wind turbine capacity is roughly the same for all the designs (between 132 MWe and 161 MWe).670

It is important to note that with this energy system configuration, the maximum allowable wind contribution671

to the energy mix is dependent on the power demand level of the mine: any significant reduction in the power672

demand (for example, due to equipment downtime) must be accompanied by a corresponding reduction in673

the online wind power generation capacity. This is necessary to ensure that the maximum potential wind674

power output remains insufficient to meet the full power demands of the mine.675

8.2.3. Characteristics of first dominated front: Run 4676
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Figure 17: System configuration and operating scheme for designs. The red and blue lines represent the electrical and thermal
networks respectively.

System configuration. The system design involves the installation of a power tower (PT) and wind turbines677

(WT) for generation, and three different storage options as shown in Figure 17. Batteries have been installed678

to smoothen out the intermittency of wind generation. The WT, VRFB and PHES systems meet power679

demands only, while the PT and MTS meet both electrical and heat loads. Priority is given to the battery680

system (R5) during charging.681

The maximum reliability design, shown in Table 8, will be considered for analysis of the energy system682

configuration. The installed wind turbine capacity is more than four times the peak load; direct generation683

from wind will be sufficient to meet demand in time periods in which the wind turbines are able to operate684

at more than 25% of their nominal capacities. The design incorporates two hours of battery storage. This685

allows the system roughly eight 15-minute discharges before the battery is emptied. The rest of the analysis686

of the energy system configuration will be based on this design.687

Table 8 also shows the contributions of the different energy sources to the electrical output of the maximum688

reliability design. Direct energy supply from wind generation is the single largest contributor to the energy689

mix, supplying between 39% and 48% of the electrical energy required for load satisfaction. Again, the690

electrical storage systems (PHES and VRFB) combine to provide less than 10% of the annual electricity691

supply, showing that wind generation is selected primarily for direct demand satisfaction. The system692

depends on the thermal options (PT/MTS) to backup wind generation.693

Operating behaviour. We consider the operating behaviour of the maximum reliability design on the same694

April day considered in the previous cases. From Figure 18, we see that the wind output exceeds the demand695

level in 13 hours of the day. At those hours, the mine is run purely on wind generation. The excess electricity696

generation in those hours is either sent to storage or dumped. The battery system provides temporary power697
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Figure 18: Power profile for the maximum reliability design on a typical April day. The VRFB system provides power for the
15 minutes immediately after wind generation reduction.
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Figure 19: Battery discharge time over all renewable input
scenarios.
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Figure 20: Battery DOD distribution probability for selected
sample scenario

for 15 minutes when insufficient wind generation suddenly occurs. This gives the other systems sufficient698

time to start up. The battery system is only required in five time periods (equivalent to 1.25 h) on the day.699

Wind power variations below the demand level are managed by increasing or decreasing the power outputs700

of the other power supply options.701

Battery deployment. Figure 19 is a distribution showing how frequently the battery system of the maximum702

reliability design was used in the 1,200 renewable input scenarios considered. On the average, the battery703

discharges for about 400 h (4.6%) each year. The battery completes between 1,200 and 2,000 cycles each704

year, meaning that the battery is required between 4-6 times per day on the average. However, most of the705
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cycles are partial, with the battery most frequently discharged by only 10-15%. A typical example of the706

battery’s depth-of-discharge distribution is shown in Figure 20.707

To evaluate the battery cycle lifetime, the number of full battery cycles is required. This can be evaluated708

from the partial cycle information available using the equivalent full cycle (EFC) concept [5]. Applying709

the approach to the partial cycle information shown in Figure 20 reveals that the battery operates for the710

equivalent of 207 full cycles in the year. Given that the typical cycle lifetime of Vanadium RFBs is over711

12,000 cycles [40], the battery will be able to operate at this rate for over 50 years before it needs to be712

replaced. The battery system is therefore likely to outlive the mine.713

8.3. Summary of results714

From the results of the base case study (particularly Figure 14), designing integrated renewable energy715

systems without accounting for the response of storage technologies to sudden fluctuations in renewables716

generation can lead to the design configurations which are inoperable in reality.717

The results presented in Section 8.2 show that the incorporation of operational constraints based on the718

response characteristics of the storage systems can be useful in ensuring that only feasible energy system719

configurations are obtained. Two approaches which may be employed to ensure that fluctuations in renewa-720

bles output do not lead to failure of the renewable energy system are demonstrated in the results.721

The first approach involves reducing the dependence of the energy system on intermittent resources. With722

this method, the energy system output is never solely dependent on an intermittent resource: a more723

reliable resource capable of meeting the entire load always contributes to the output of the energy system.724

This ensures that when the intermittent resource fails, the reliable source (already online) only needs to be725

ramped up to supply more power. This approach is demonstrated here by the designs on the first solution726

front (Section 8.2.2). In those designs, the system reduced its dependence on wind generation and increased727

its dependence on solar thermal generation which is the more reliable power source in this case. However,728

the reliable resource may also be more conventional generation options like diesel or gas generators.729

The designs obtained on the second front (Section 8.2.3) demonstrate a different approach: the impact of730

renewables intermittency is mitigated by ensuring that at least one storage option which can react instan-731

taneously to fluctuations in renewables generation is incorporated into the energy system design. Unlike732

the approach in the first case which was based on limiting the contribution of the intermittent resource,733

this approach focuses on modifying storage rather than generation. The storage options are selected and/or734

combined in such a way as to ensure that any periods of sudden power failure are catered for. The battery735
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system was selected as it is the only instantaneous option in the superstructure. However, where more than736

one instantaneous storage option is made available, designing the energy system would involve optimizing737

the choice of the instant response storage option. The results obtained demonstrate how different storage738

options can be combined optimally to make the best use of their peculiar characteristics.739

The results demonstrate that accounting for intermittency will incur extra cost, impact technology choices740

and may affect the system configuration. However, despite the intermittency of the wind resource, designs741

obtained in all the runs integrate solar and wind resources for power generation. This suggests that the742

advantages provided by solar and wind integration outweigh the challenges associated with wind generation.743

9. Conclusion744

An optimization-based methodology for the sizing of hybrid renewable energy systems integrating multiple745

generation and storage technologies for thermal and electrical load satisfaction has been presented. The746

methodology shows how both renewables variability and the fluctuating nature of renewables generation747

can be accounted for at the design stage in energy system sizing. A reliability measure which takes into748

the system performance under different input conditions is used to account for climate-based variability749

in renewables availability. The start-up times of the storage technologies are incorporated into the design750

problem to ensure that only feasible designs are generated at the design stage. The results demonstrate two751

approaches for mitigating the impact of renewables intermittency on the energy system output and show752

that accounting for intermittency will have an impact on the cost and configuration of energy system designs.753

The methodology presented is applicable to any location, can be extended to incorporate other generation754

and storage technologies, and provides the decision maker with information about a number of feasible755

designs and configurations based on which sizing decisions can be made. It ensures that the storage options756

are able to provide the main functions required for smooth and uninterrupted power from renewables: load757

shifting, standby reserve and response to renewable power fluctuations.758
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Nomenclature

α Scale parameter for Weibull distribution [m/s]

X̄ set of non-dominated designs

x̄n nth non-dominated design

β Shape parameter for Weibull distribution

ηbat,ch Battery charging efficiency, unitless

ηbat,dis Battery discharge efficiency, unitless

ηinv,ac−dc AC-DC inverter efficiency, unitless

ηinv,dc−ac DC-AC inverter efficiency, unitless

LPSPm Modified loss of power probability, unitless

OP Discharge operating scheme number

.

D
el

(t) Instantaneous electrical demand of the mine [MW]

.

D
th

(t) Instantaneous thermal demand of the mine[MW]

.

E
load

(t) Total electrical load, made up of mine demand and parasitic requirements [MW]

.

E
RES

(t) Renewable energy system gross electrical output [MW]

.

Edumped(t) Rejected electrical energy [MW]

.

E
in

j (t) Energy input into storage option j [MW]

.

E
gen

PV (t) Electrical energy output from PV [MW]

.

E
gen

wind(t) Electrical energy output from wind generator [MW]

.

G
DNI

(t) Instantaneous direct normal irradiance [W/m2]

.

G
tot

(t) Instantaneous global horizontal irradiance [W/m2]

.

Q
heating

AA−CAES(t) Heat to plant from AA-CAES system [MW]

.

Q
heating

MTS (t) Combined heat to plant from power tower and MTS systems [MW]

.

Q
RES

(t) Renewable energy system gross thermal output [MW]
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.

S
el

τ Unmet electrical load [MW]

.

S
th

τ Unmet thermal load [MW]

ψτ Binary variable representing state of storage options in time period τ , unitless

υ(t) Instantaneous windspeed [m/s]

Ageni Area of generation unit i [m2]

Coutj Nominal output capacity of unit j [MW]

Csj Installed storage capacity of unit j [MWh]

Cgeni Nominal capacity of generation option i [MW]

CC (x̄) Capital cost of design x̄ [€]

dtf Elapsed time since last system failure [min]

Eextτ External energy requirement in time interval τ [MWh]

H Wind turbine hub height [m]

i Generation option

j Storage option

ng Number of renewable generation options

ns Number of energy storage options

Nbat Number of battery units

Nst Battery storage capacity [h]

NT Number of wind turbines

Nyear Number of renewable input scenarios

PR Rated power of wind turbines [W]

Sj(t) Accumulated energy in storage option j at time t [MWh]

tstart−up Startup time of storage technologies [min]

Usj Energy-specific cost of storage option j [€/kWh]
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Ugeni Unit cost of generation option i [€/m2]

Uouti Capacity-specific cost of storage option j [€/kWe]

EE Total external energy requirement [MWh]

κ Rate of battery self-discharge [%/day]
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AppendixA. Dynamic models for energy system

The equations described below represent the behaviour of the units within the time interval of operation

t ∈ [0, tfinal]. The following convention is used in the description of the energy system model: C represents

the capacities of units,
.

E,
.

Q and
.

D represent electricity, heat and demand rates [MW], S represents stored

energy [MWh]. Subscripts i and j refer to the generation options (PV, WT, PT) and storage options (PHES,

AA-CAES, MTS, VRFB) respectively. Superscripts gen, s, in, out, el and th represent generation, storage,

input, output, electrical and thermal respectively. Subscript RES refers to the renewable energy system.

Other notations used are described as introduced.

AppendixA.1. Generation models

The detailed model for wind generation will be presented here. Models for the other generation technologies

have been presented elsewhere [3]; only summaries will be presented here.

AppendixA.1.1. Photovoltaic modelling

Photovoltaics make use of global horizontal irradiance (GHI,
.

G
tot

), which is the total irradiance received

from the sun by a surface horizontal to the ground. The electrical output of the PV system
.

E
gen

PV (t) is

dependent on the instantaneous GHI available, the installed area of photovoltaics, and the PV and inverter

efficiencies.

A solar irradiance level of 1 kW/m2 (irradiance level under standard test conditions for PV modules) was

employed for the calculation of the nominal PV generation capacity CgenPV .

AppendixA.1.2. Power tower modelling

Power towers generate heat from the direct portion of solar radiation which hits the heliostat surface, called

direct normal irradiance (DNI,
.

G
DNI

). Modelling the power output of the power tower
.

Q
gen

PT (t) requires an

energy balance which takes into account the optical losses from the collector during reflection (the heliostats)

and the thermal losses from the absorber.

A design irradiance of 0.95 kW/m2 was employed for the calculation of the nominal power tower capacity CgenPT .

AppendixA.1.3. Wind turbine modelling

The approach adopted for modelling the operation of wind turbines involves the division of the windspeed

regime based on the conceptual power curves of wind turbines [56, 43]. Typically, the power curve is
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Figure A.21: Typical power curve for a wind turbine. The wind generator starts operating at νc,in, reaches its nominal power
output at νr, and stops running when the windspeed exceeds νc,out.

subdivided into four operating regimes as shown in Figure A.21. The wind generator only starts producing

power when the wind speed exceeds the minimum speed at which the turbine can operate, called the cut-

in speed υc,in. The output of the system increases linearly with windspeed until the rated windspeed υr is

reached, beyond which the power output from the wind generator is constant. However, when the windspeed

exceeds a cut-out speed υc,out, the wind generator turbine stops running for safety reasons. The power output

in each of the regions is linearly related to the rated power of the individual turbines PR,

.

E
gen

wind(t) = NT ·



0

PR

(
υ(t)−υc,in
υr−υc,in

)
PR

0

for υ(t) < υc,in

for υc,in ≤ υ(t) ≤ υr

for υr ≤ υ(t) ≤ υc,out

for υ(t) > υc,out

(A.1)

where NT is the number of turbines. With this model, the power output of the turbines can be modelled if

the cut-in speed, cut-out speed, rated speed and rated power are known [20].

The nominal capacity of installed wind is the product of the number of turbines and the rated power,

Cgenwind = NT · PR (A.2)

The vertical profile of the windspeed at the hub height of the wind turbine is generated using the power law
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approximation [56]. It relates the windspeed at the turbine hub height to the measured windspeed as

(
υ

υ0

)
=
(
H

H0

)ξ
(A.3)

where ν and ν0 are the windspeeds at heights H and H0 respectively, and ξ is the friction coefficient. A

value of ξ = 1/7 is typically used for open terrain and well exposed sites [44, 35].

AppendixA.1.4. Energy balances for generation units

The total electrical output of the generation systems is the sum of the outputs from the wind and PV

technologies,
.

E
gen

total(t) =
.

E
gen

PV (t) +
.

E
gen

wind(t) (A.4)

This energy can either be used to satisfy immediate demand, sent to storage or rejected to the dump load.

Thus,
.

E
gen

total(t) =
.

E
d
(t) +

.

E
in

store(t) +
.

Edumped(t) (A.5)

where
.

E
d
(t) is the electricity sent directly to the plant to satisfy immediate power needs,

.

E
in

store(t) is the

energy sent to the storage systems and
.

Edumped(t) is the rejected energy.

AppendixA.2. Storage models

The electricity sent to storage from the electrical generation options is split between the three electrical

storage systems,
.

E
in

store(t) =
.

E
in

PHES(t) +
.

E
in

AA−CAES(t) +
.

E
in

BAT (t) (A.6)

A detailed description and model for the battery system will be presented. Detailed information about the

other storage technologies can be found in Amusat et al. [3], only summaries will be presented here.

AppendixA.2.1. Pumped hydraulic energy storage (PHES)

In PHES systems, excess electricity is used to pump water from a lower to an upper reservoir. During periods

of high demand the process is reversed, with water flowing down from the upper reservoir used to power a

turbine. The electricity is therefore stored as potential energy. The PHES system governed by the potential

energy equation
.

E = .
mgh, where .

m is the mass flow rate into or out of the upper reservoir and h is the

height difference between the two reservoirs. The model accounts for mechanical losses in the charging and

discharging processes.
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The capacity of the PHES system is determined by the storage capacity of the upper reservoir CsPHES and

peak output capacity of the turbine CoutPHES .

AppendixA.2.2. Advanced adiabatic compressed air energy storage (AA-CAES)

The AA-CAES system stores potential energy, in the form of high pressure air, as well as heat in a thermal

energy store (TES). During charging, excess electricity is used for polytropic air compression. The heat

generated during compression is collected and stored as thermal energy while the compressed air is stored

separately in a cavern at near room temperature. In periods of high electricity demand, thermal energy from

the TES is used in reheating of the compressed air before expansion in turbines. Energy from the TES may

also be used to meet the thermal demands of the plant. The incorporation of a thermal energy store (TES)

eliminates the use of fossil fuels for reheating, making it a standalone environmentally-friendly system. For

this work, sensible heat storage in pre-stressed concrete is considered for thermal energy storage.

The AA-CAES model consists of a dynamic mass holdup equation for the cavern, a dynamic heat balance

for the TES, and a dynamic energy accummulation equation for the AA-CAES. The model accounts for

mechanical losses during compression and expansion, as well as the thermal losses from the TES.

The capacity of the AA-CAES system is defined by the peak storage capacity of the system CsAA−CAES and

the peak electrical discharge capacity of the expander CoutAA−CAES .

AppendixA.2.3. Molten salt tank storage (MTS)

The MTS system consists of two cylindrical storage tanks fitted with electric heaters and maintained at fixed

storage temperatures. One of the tanks, called the hot tank, stores excess thermal energy collected by the

power tower. When energy is required from the MTS system, salt from this tank is used to heat up steam.

The steam may then be used to supply heat or electricity (through the power block) to the plant. The other

tank, called the cold tank, collects the cooled salt returning from the salt-to-steam heat exchange process.

Energy is therefore stored as sensible heat.

The MTS model consists of dynamic mass and energy balances for the two storage tanks as well as equations

for electriciy generation from the power block. The model accounts for thermal losses from the storage tanks

to the surroundings and thermal-to-electrical energy conversion losses. The dynamic energy balances for the

tanks incorporate electrical heating terms which compensate for the thermal energy losses, ensuring that the

tank temperatures remains unchanged.

The capacity of the MTS system is determined by how much energy the hot tank can store CsMTS and the

peak electrical output capacity of the steam turbine CoutMTS .
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Figure A.22: Schematic of battery system showing system losses. The battery bank is made up of series and parallel connections
of individual batteries.

AppendixA.2.4. Vanadium redox flow battery storage (VRFBs)

A flow battery is a type of storage battery where one or both of the reactants are liquids stored in external

tanks and flow through an electrochemical cell consisting of electrodes and separator structures [66]. A

crucial advantage of the redox flow battery over other battery types such as lead-acid is that it allows for

the decoupling of the energy (storage capacity) and power of the battery [58, 40, 48, 69]. This allows for the

power and energy capacities to be scaled independently of each other, preventing oversizing and allowing

greater flexibility in matching power and duration needs for specific applications [48, 69].

In Vanadium redox low batteries (VRFB), both electrolytes are made up of vanadium ions dissolved in

sulphuric acid solutions, taking advantage of multiple oxidation states of vanadium [66, 58]. The operating

lifetime of a typical VRFB is expected to be about 20 years [66, 40], making it one of the most durable battery

technologies. Merei et al. [47] suggest that VRFB systems produce better performance than Lithium-ion

and Lead-acid batteries for off-grid energy system applications. Round trip efficiencies of up to 85% have

been reported [14, 40].

Figure A.22 shows a schematic of the battery system. Inverter and efficiency losses are incurred during the

charge and discharge phases, while some energy is also lost from the system due to self-discharge. The self

discharge rate, κ, is typically dependent on the level of charge of the battery. The rate of change of energy

within a battery bank [23, 20, 2] is given by

d
dtSBAT (t) = ηbat,chηinv,ac−dc

.

E
in

BAT (t)−
.

E
out

BAT (t)
ηbat,disηinv,dc−ac

− κSBAT (t) (A.7)

The first two terms represent the rates of energy into and out of the battery bank while the last term gives

the rate of energy loss via self discharge as a function of storage level. The state of charge (SOC) of the

battery at any point can be determined by dividing the storage level SBAT (t) by the battery capacity CsBAT .

Battery banks are made up of series and parallel connections of single batteries. Given the nominal voltage

Ubat,single [Volts] and nominal current capacity q̂nomBAT,single [Ah] of a single battery, the number of batteries
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required for the bank may be calculated as:

Nbat =
[

q̂nomBAT

q̂nomBAT,single

]
·
[

Ubat
Ubat,single

]
(A.8)

The first term in the square brackets gives the number of parallel battery connections required to give the

desired charge storage capacity q̂nomBAT [Ah], while the second term gives the number of series connections

required to obtain the desired voltage Ubat[Volts][1, 7].

In addition to the dynamic model representing the battery storage level, other physical and operational

constraints are required to ensure the feasibility of the designs generated and the longevity of the battery.

Capacity constraints

The energy accumulated in the battery at any pointis limited by the installed storage capacity,

SBAT (t) ≤ CsBAT (A.9)

For a VRFB system, this is related to the size of the storage tank. Similarly, the instantaneous electrical

output from the battery cannot exceed the peak output capacity,

.

E
out

BAT (t) ≤ CoutBAT (A.10)

For a VRFB system, this is related to the pump size and the area of the cell stack.

From Eqs. A.9 and A.10, the storage capacity of the battery in hours can easily be calculated:

Nst = CsBAT
CoutBAT

(A.11)

Thus, the discharge and storage capacities a battery can be calculated once Nbat and Nst are known.

Depth of discharge (DOD)

The depth of discharge (DOD) is a measure of how deeply a battery has been discharged. Battery manu-

facturers typically provide information on the recommended lower limit the battery bank should not exceed

when discharging in order to preserve battery life. Given a maximum depth of discharge DODmax, the

minimum level of discharge of the battery will be [1]

SminBAT = (1−DODmax) · CsBAT (A.12)
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